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FRENCH THIRD-COUNTRY
REGIME
Interdealer exemption
Additional details
1.
AMAFI was contacted, towards the end of 2018, by a number of its members, credit institutions
and investment firms, which faced certain positions expressed by counterparties based in the United
Kingdom. Those counterparties were warning that they would only enter into OTC transactions on financial
instruments through their EU subsidiaries, should the United Kingdom be considered as non-equivalent
third country on the day of its withdrawal from the Union.
Their concern revolved around being considered as providing or carrying out an investment service or
activity in France and thereby becoming subject to local regulation.
2.
Those concerns seeming unfounded in a context where the French regulator’s (ACPR and AMF)
position was well established and where the issue was neither new and nor would change whatever the
conditions of the United Kingdom’s withdrawal, letters were exchanged between AMAFI on the one hand
and the ACPR & AMF on the other hand (See Annex 2), following meetings which the French Treasury 1
attended.
The ACPR and the AMF confirmed, on 15 February 2019, to AMAFI and French participants to the
interdealer market, that “the purpose of the national regime applicable to third-country firms (…) is not to
create a disruption in their own-account dealing activities with third country firms”. The regulators added
that « Article 232 of the draft bill on growth and business transformation (so called PACTE law) as approved
by the Senate on 31 January 2019 should amend the third country regime, while retaining, by way of
delegated legislation, the current regime with respect to transactions undertaken on the terms set out [in
their letter]”.
3.
Following the entry into force of the PACTE law, the definition of third country firms (TCFs) in
Article L. 532-47 of the Monetary and Financial Code (Comofi) has been aligned with that of Article 4(57)
of MiFID 23. A TCF is now defined as “a firm that would be a credit institution providing investment services
or performing investment activities or an investment firm if its head office or registered office were located
within the Union”.
Article L. 532-48 of the Comofi in it new version specifies that a TCF may provide investment services on
French soil only through a branch established in France, whatever the type of clients might be (retail clients,
professional clients or eligible counterparties). The same article provides however in its paragraph IV that
“When it is necessary for the proper functioning of financial markets, [a decree] may grant exemptions
limited to own-account dealing as mentioned in Article L. 321-1”.
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4.
It is the purpose of the decree (See Annex 1) published in the French Official Journal on 28 June 2019
which brings into existence a new Article D. 532-40 in the Comofi. This provision authorises TCFs to carry out,
without imposing the establishment of a branch in France but provided that (i) they act for their own-account and
(ii) they do not provide any other investment service in France, the following transactions:

OTC transactions on financial instruments with a French credit institution or investment firm;
Transactions on a French trading platform.
5.
This decree confirms and replaces the letters exchanged between AMAFI and the French
regulators in February 2019.
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Annex 1 – Decree n° 2019-655 of 27 June 2019 adopted pursuant to Article L. 53248 of the Monetary and Financial Code
Target audience: the decree affects third-country firms as defined in Article L. 532-47 of the Monetary and
Financial Code and members of regulated markets, multilateral trading facilities or clients of organised
trading facilities mentioned in articles L. 421-1, L. 424-1 et L. 425-1.
Purpose: allow third-country firms to carry out certain transactions for their own account without imposing
a physical presence.
Entry into force: Article 1 of the decree enters into force on the day after its publication in the Official Journal
(…).
Notice: the decree authorises any purchase or sale of instruments between a credit institution or an
investment firm and any third-country firm, traded over-the-counter and for its own account and allows a
third-country firm to be a member of a French trading platform without having to establish a branch.
References: the decree is adopted pursuant to Article 77 19° of the law n°2019-486 of 22 May 2019 on
growth and business transformation.
(…)

Article 14
After article D. 532-39 of the Monetary and Financial Code, an article drafted as follows is added:
“Art D. 532-40 – A third-country firm within the meaning of article L. 532-47 1° of the present code is not
required to establish a branch in France where, without providing any other investment service listed in
Article L. 312-1 in France, it carries out transactions for its own account on financial instruments or units
mentioned in article L. 229-7 of the Environmental Code while being in one of the following situations:
“1° Transactions are carried out with an entity acting for its own account which is a credit institution
authorised pursuant to Article L. 511-10, an investment firm authorised pursuant to Article L. 532-1 or an
institution referred to in Article L. 518-1 or article L. 531-2 1°, outside of a regulated market, a multilateral
trading facility or an organised trading facility;
“2° Transactions are carried out on a regulated market, a multilateral trading facility or an organised trading
facility mentioned in articles L. 421-1, L. 424-1 and L. 425-1.”
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Articles 2 & 3 are not relevant to the interdealer market.
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Annex 2 – Letters exchanged between AMAFI and AMF / ACPR
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